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Policy Statement to the Building Code Review Board on Current Energy Codes for Building Construction
The New Hampshire Energy Efficiency & Sustainable Energy Board (EESE Board) supports the adoption
and implementation of modern energy codes and standards for building construction in our state. The EESE
Board has long recognized that energy efficiency and conservation are the least-cost energy resources
available to our state. The EESE Board was created by the legislature “to promote and coordinate energy
efficiency, demand response, and sustainable energy programs in New Hampshire.” 1 Its members include
representatives of state agencies, consumers, the Legislature, nonprofit groups, and private industry.
The EESE Board recognizes that buildings are long-term assets and that each building constructed today
could affect energy consumption for the next 50 to 100 years. 2 The EESE Board further recognizes that
incorporating energy efficiency measures at the time of construction is one of the most cost-effective
strategies for reducing fuel and utility costs otherwise borne by the consumer. 3
The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) is a vital strategy for reducing energy use, thereby
reducing direct costs to consumers for their fuel and utility purchases. By taking advantage of recent
technological advances - through adoption of modern building construction standards and code compliance
strategies - New Hampshire consumers can benefit from opportunities to reduce the total cost associated
with building ownership by reducing building energy consumption costs over the lifetime of their homes and
businesses. Further, as the 2014 New Hampshire Ten-Year Energy Strategy recognized, the cost savings of
building energy code update and compliance efforts will help consumers keep more of their dollars in our
local economy. 4
A building energy-use model, developed for the U.S. Department of Energy, projected that residential
buildings in New Hampshire would experience a 20.8 percent reduction in energy consumption if built to the
2015 edition when compared to the 2009 edition of the IECC, the current NH building-energy code. This
reduced energy consumption equates to an average annual avoided-energy cost of $542 across single and
multi-family homes in the southern tier of the state, and an average annual avoided-energy cost of $693 in the
northern tier. Over the life of a 30-year mortgage, homeowners were projected to realize $8,575 in avoidedenergy costs in southern New Hampshire and $10,258 in the North. 5 Adoption of modern energy codes and
standards will not only provide cost savings for heating, cooling, and lighting for homeowners, but it will help
keep New Hampshire economically competitive.
The EESE Board strongly encourages the Building Code Review Board and the Legislature to recognize the
value provided by improvements and updates to the International Energy Conservation Code as they
consider updating the definition of the NH Building Codes in RSA 155-A. The EESE Board also
recommends that modern codes be adopted in a comprehensive way that recognizes the direct savings in
energy bills to the consumer.
The EESE Board remains ready to assist in the discussion and provide its input to the Legislature and the
Building Code Review Board for the development of meaningful and modern energy improvement codes.
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The average percent energy reduction, the avoided-energy costs, and 30-yr life-cycle avoided-energy costs were calculated for the
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This calculator provides a means to tailor state-level energy code cost-effectiveness analysis. While the tool mimics the DOE
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